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WHO'S THIS GUY WITH MAX???????
MAX says he's no blockhead when it comes to picking a comedy partner. Max

himself, having been created by the same artist who designed the figure in the
movie "MAGIC" has to be very selective about who he appears with.

He discoveredJIMMY STILL back in 1974. At that time. Max recognized real talent
in the young hopeful. Since then, he has taken Jimmy from the street comers of
Grand Rapids, Michigan to Broadway, Las Vegas, and the famed Wharf in Sim
Francisco. Together they have opened for such greats as BOB HOPE, LIBERACE,
GEORGE KIRBY, BILL COSBY and many, many others.

Max had also taken Jimmy on three Presidential appearances.
"I guess I embarrass him at times," says Max. "For instance, when I give advice

to the Presidents, Reagan ignored it, Carter listened toit, Ford didn't understand it,
but Nixon followed it!"

Max states, "Jimmy knows I'm a wild, free-wheeling, wise-cracking, ad-libbing,
little motor mouth, but he allows me to express myself. He knows that when I get
carried away, which is often, he can smooth out the insults. Jimmy accents the
comedy and we blend well together.

SO...WHO'S THIS GUY WITH MAX?...

JIMMY STILL The second halfofa fast-moving, highly hilarious, powerful pair that
will thoroughly entertain you from 15 to 90 minutes. Whether it's a nightclub,
television special Industrial or college show, if you are looking for standing room
only or just plain standing ovations....

FallWeekend '8
presents

GmiE COMEDY OF SIIIL1 8C MAX
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MeritPay ANew Look
by William Wallace
United Technologies, that new

conglomerate which has been taking
over old firms li e Carrier, is
somewhat frustrated because the
public still does not recognize its name.
In another ploy for recognition the
corporation has recently placed an ad
in the New York Times editorial section
supporting merit pay for teachers.
Its ad reveals profoundly, "In most

fields, including business, the best pay
generally goes to the best professional
performers. Not so in teaching."
Later the ad rebuts what teacher

organizations question "that super¬
visors and administrators would be
swayed by personal favoritism and
would apply unfair standards in
judging teachers' work. To us in
business and industry, where per¬
formance appraisals and pay pegged to
merit are accepted practices, that
scarcely seems to be an insoluble
drawback."
The profound ad fails to state an

answer to the "insoluble drawback" or
tell how it would appraise or evaluate
good teaching. That answer, of course,
to those less brilliant than United
Technologies, is the heart of the
problem. Because students are a mix of
varied interests or lack them, of great
curiosities or lack them, there is no
fixed way of teaching that can hope to
arouse and retain curiosity of all school
children and young adults.
Even with the best teachers, if there

is such a species, they could not teach
effectively with rowdy kids, or with
those whose parents fail to support the
school, or with those youths who hate to
sit in the classroom. Just as students
are different, so teachers must be
different. There is no mold. What helps
stimulate one student will fail another.
There is no magic formula in teaching,
there is no profit and loss sheet against
which you can measure success. Let's
be honest, if there is amagic formula, it
would have been discovered before
now.
If the profound remarks of United

Technologies about "performance
appraisals" are so effective in
business, how do they square with the
sloppy performance of American
corporations that forgot to modernize
and brought on the economic crunch we
are still experiencing. For per¬
formance, GM, Ford US Steel and so
many other corporations got poor
report cards. Chrysler flunked but was
allowed another chance. Thousands of
others flunked too but were not given
another chance. They are the dropouts.
The United Technologies people want

a quick fix to complex problems. Merit
pay is not the answer, but part of the
solution must be better pay for
teachers. A professional earning $16,000
a year has to have another job to
support himself. It's demeaning to find

teachers as part-time salesmen,
summer counselors, lifeguards, bar¬
tenders, plumber helpers, waitresses,
thus needing this food money to make
ends meet. So, teachers need better
pay, not merit pay.
Merit pay too often goes to those who

do administration chores. They work
the job that the administration desires
but does not want to pay for. So faculty
members or their committees do the
job, quite often unrelated to teaching,
and for doing these extras, they get
merit pay. Overall, merit pay is
demeaning because it encourages
teachers to kiss the wrists of ad¬
ministrators.
The most insidious aspect of merit

pay is that it can be an administrative
technique, because the principal holds
the purse string, of grabbing a foothold
into the classroom. It can undermine
the tenure freedom that teachers now
have to instruct without fear or con¬

sequences of their ideas being
monitored by some "big brother"
listening to what takes place in the
classroom.
The merit pay carrot could be a

stroke to intimidate a science teacher
from explaining evolution because the
superior has some theory that a divine
boltmade the world and everything in it
in some grand act.
Merit pay could intimidate a social

science teacher from questioning
unethical business practices or
criticizing the actions of political
lobbyists in Washington or casting
negative ideas about dubious labor
practices in local industries. Merit pay
could thus be a bland way of censoring
teachers to stop discussions on topics
such as abortion, birth control, drugs
and drinking problems, socialized
medicine and nuclear armaments.
Thus, holding the purse string the
administration could pressure the
teacher to conform to a petty potentate
and in the end actually stifle education
altogether. ,

What is often overlooked is that by
and large teachers are a dedicated
group. They are eally professionals.
They are not ambitious in the sense of
wanting to get ahead. If they were,
they'd be in some other field. They
derive pleasure from teaching, from
learning and from curiosity their
subject matter and their students give
them. They are generally not money
hungry as so called other professionals
are. They don't want to be chairmen of
the board. They are dedicated and need
to be treated as such. They are
teachers. Give them a living salary and
support their classroom work and
ecucation will improve. Degrade them
and you degrade the educational
process. Hence, to conclude, what's
profound for United Technologies is not
necessarily profound for others.

New York, NY, Sept. 26 . . . "Is it
academic freedom to teach students
that Zionism and Nazism are alike, or is
it licensed hate mongering? Is there no
dividing line between academic
freedom and political advocacy?"
The questions, stemming from a

controversy at the State University of
New York at Stony Brook, are raised by
Nathan Perlmutter, national director of
the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, in his monthly column in the
ADL Bulletin, the League's national
publication.
The debate over the propriety of a

course which equates Zionism and
racism has spread beyond the campus.
Governor Mario Cuomo issued a sharp
rebuke of the Faculty Senate for not
criticizing Ernest Dube, the instructor
of the course titled, "The Politics of
Race."
Following is the text of Mr.

Perlmutter's column:
"When in 1975 the United Nations

allowed as how Zionism was racism,
the bloated weight of the canard
seemed assurance that it would self-
destruct. Or so, some felt. Now it's 1983,
only months away from Orwell's wit¬
ching hour, and at New York State
University's Stony Brook campus'
Africana Studies Program, a professor
is offering a course on 'the three forms
of racism and how they have
manifested themselves.'
"The three forms: '1. Nazism in

Germany 2. Apartheid in South Africa
3. Zionism in Israel.' Suggested topics
include 'Zionism is as much racism as
Nazism was racism.'
"To be sure, protests were duly made

to the University. And to be sure, too,
Stony Brook's declared intention to
fashion guidelines 'by which sub¬
sequent treatment of controversial
issues can be encouraged to take place
in a suitable atmosphere,' (whatever

Making parents feel that Halloween
is safe again for their children is the
goal of the Halloween gift certificate
program throughout the 65 McDonald's
Restaurants in Central New York, the
Southern Tier, and Northern Penn¬
sylvania. Certificate booklets for trick
or treaters, offering 12 individual
redeemable coupons for McDonald's
food products, will be on sale in these
restaurants for $1 from October 17 to
October 31, while supplies last.
"As a parent and as an owner of

McDonald's restaurants, I feel that the
Halloween Gift Certificates are the
safest and most worry-free way for
both parents and kids to enjoy
Halloween," said (Mr. Rich Dom-
browski), representing the area's
McDonald's Owner-Operators'
Cooperative.
The coupon booklets, valued at over

$4.50, offer such McDonald's food
products as soft serve ice cream cones
and Sundaes, Pies, and McDonaldland
Cookies.

that may mean,) just may be con¬
structive. But what shall we make of
University president John Marburger's
suggestion that while linkage of
Zionism and Nazism is 'abhorrent,' it
should be 'discussed with the utmost
circumspection and attention to the
sensitiveness of groups that will be
offended by them'?
"How elusive, the logic. If the linkage

is academically 'abhorrent,' is it less
failed as truth if rendered 'cir¬
cumspectly'? Is a classroom a parlor
room in which nasty lies, if smilingly
told, are acceptable?
"What is deemed to be at stake, of

course, is the principle of academic
freedom. And academic freedom is
assuredly a national treasure. Indeed,
for myself, I readily prefer its
safekeeping, no matter the grevous
offense to my convictions. But is it
academic freedom to teach students
that Zionism and Nazism are alike, or is
it licensed hate mongering? Is there no
dividing line between academic
freedom and political advocacy?
Between teaching and hate mongering?
"State legislators have expressed

concern about the mischievous doings
at Stony Brook. Predictably, as well as
understandably, reactive concern has
been voiced by some in the academic
community. They worry about the
fragility of academic freedom. Well
theymight, but the treasure's depletion
is an inside job. The danger to academic
freedom at Stony Brook is not the
consequence of solons, but comes from
within.
"Besides, legislators are the

representatives of the citizenry and
perhaps president Marburger should
have an opportunity to explain to them-
that is, to the people-how one goes
about 'circumspectly' likening Zionism
to Nazism."

Earth Watch

Local Restaurant to Take the Trick
Out of Halloween Trick or Treating
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by Maurice D. Hinchey

Considering its previous dismal
record, can modern American business
be trusted to cooperate in complying
with regulations designed to protect the
environment?
There is some new evidence that

suggests that perhaps the outlook is not
so negative now as it once was.
However, we cannot dismiss lightly the
harsh things which the Twentieth
Century Fund, a tax-exempt foundation
which sponsors research on public
policy issues, had to say about
American business in a study released
two years ago.
Describing business as the most

powerful sector in our society, the study
also found that despite all efforts to
curb its abuses, it tends to be a
destructive rather than a constructive
force. Business too often views
government as an adversary but also as
something to be used and manipulated.
It practices a kind of crybaby
capitalism.
Although corporations have helped

create enormous wealth for this
country, they have, in the process,
broken down the traditional community
links and brought about new problems
whose solutions require mechanisms
that do not now exist. Moreover,
business has enjoyed remarkable
success in confining government to
complementary and supportive roles;
such as, providing road, police, and a
military establishment, while at the
same time it has evaded regulations by
playing off one locality or state against
another. <•

Particularly flagrant has been the
employment of tax incentives by
various states and communities to
attract business into their particular
area. Several studies have indicated
that these tax breaks are not only
economically counterproductive but
that the businesses themselves, while
eagerly gobbling them up, do not rank
these incentives as high on their list of
important factors in choosing an area
in which to locate.

A preliminary report recently
released by Dr. H. A. Stafford of the
University of Cincinnati, entitled "The
Effect of Environmental Regulations
on Industrial Location", indicates that
there may be reason to hope for more
cooperation in the future from industry
in connection with environmental
regulations.
The information contained in the

report summarizes the results of in-
depth personal interviews or
questionnaires obtained directly from
those involved in the decision-making
process in selecting new locations for
their industrial firms.
It appears that at present en¬

vironmental regulations are not a
major factor in few manufacturing
plant location decisions. Furthermore,
they will not lead to significant shifts in
the location of industry within the
United States. "For the majority of
firms interviewed, environmental
regulations are of no or minor im¬
portance in deciding where to locate a
production facility."
Interestingly, a large steel company

representative indicated that en¬
vironmental regulations ranked
"eighth or tenth" on his list of location
factors, about as important as taxes.
Even in those industries where ef¬

fluents posed a problem in meeting
environmental regulations, the
regulations did not become an over¬
whelming factor in deciding plant
location, but were only of mid-level
importance.
Concludes the report: "There is little

to suggest that the general thrusts of
environmental protection should be
altered. Since the main concerns are

with uncertainties and delays, it might
be argued that industrialists would be
aided by augmented environmental
protection agencies to clarify and
accelerate the permitting processes."

Maurice Hinchey is Chairman of
the New York State Assembly
Environmental Conservation Com¬
mittee.

Complete FallWeekend
CoverageNext Issue
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CollegeHealthRisk inventory
by M. Kittling, R.N.

Do you know to what extent you are hazardous to your health?
This is an inventory developed by the Foreman Hall Student
Health Center-Student Development Center, Bush Hall. It's
purpose is to help vou identify those factors in your living habits
most likely to result in risk to your health in college and therefore
to your success as a student. We hope this inventory will en¬
courage you to take better care of yourself and will suggest where
you may want to change your life style. Circle the signs that best
apply to you. Note: (+ meansmore than -means less than).

Exercise

1. I ride elevators, escalators or in a car rather than climb or
walk.
A. Rarely B. Sometimes C. Most of the time
2. Participation in vigorous physical activities (skiing, jogging,
swimming, bicycling, dancing aerobics, etc.)
A. 3x a week B. Weekly C. Seldom

Nutrition

3. Are you overweight?
A. No B. 10-19 lbs. C. 20+lbs.
4. Do you eat a wide variety of foods - something from each of the
following five food groups. 1) meat, fish, poultry, eggs, nuts; 2)
milk and milk products; 3) bread or cereals; 4) fruits; 5)
vegetables?
A. Each day B. 3x weekly Rarely
5. Do you skip breakfast?
A. Rarely B. 3x weekly C. Daily
6. Do you eat "junk food" betweenmeals?
A. Rarely B. 3 x weekly C. Daily
Alcohol and Other Drugs

7. Do you take street drugs (PCP, hash, ludes, etc.; ?
A. No B. Occasionally C. Frequently

8. Do you consume alcoholic beverages togetherwith other drugs?
A. No B. Sometimes C. Yes
9. Do you rely on pain killers (downers) or stimulants to "keep you
going."
A. No. B. Occasionally Yes
10. Average number of 12 oz. bottles of beer per week?
A. 0-7 B. 8-15 C. 16+
11. Average number of 1% oz. hard liquor drinks per week?
A. 0-7 B. 8-15 C. 16+
12. Average number of 5 oz. glasses of wine per week?
A. 0-7 B. 8-15 C. 16+
13. Total number of drinks per week including beer, liquor, and
wine?
A. 0-7 B. 8-15 C. 16+
14. Cigarettes smoked per day?
A. None B. -10 C. 10+
15Marijuana joints (or equivalents) smoked per day.
A. None B. -1 C.+l

Road Safety

16. Do you ever drive under the influence of alcohol?
A. Never C. Occasionally
17. Do you drive when your ability may be affected by other
drugs?
A. Never C. Occasionally
18. Do you often exceed the speed limit by
A. 0-5mph B. 5-15mph C. 15+mph
19. Do you wear a seat belt?
A. Always B. Occasionally C. Never
20. If you drive or ride a motorcycle do you always wear a safety
helmet?
A. Yes C. No

General

21. Average time watching t.v. per day (in hours).
A. 0 to 1.5 B. 1.5-4 C.4+
22. Are you skilled in applying first aid procedures?
A. Great Deal B. Some C. None
23. Do you ever smoke in bed,?
A. No C. Yes
24. Do you get enough satisfying sleep?
A. Usually B. Occasionally C. Rarely
25. Number of hours working while attending school per week?
A. 0-8 B. 8-20 C. 20+
26. Do you consider the financial demands of college beyond your
means?
A. No B. Sometimes C. Yes

Personal History

(Do you have or have you ever had?)
27. Diabetes?
A. No C. Yes
28. Did yourmother take DES (diesthylstilbestrol)?
A. No C. Yes
29. High blood pressure?
A. No C. Yes
39. Asthma?
A. No C. Yes
31. Epilepsy?
A. No C. Yes
32. Veneral disease?
A. No C. Yes
(Has anyone in your family had) ?
33. Cancer?
A. No C. Yes
34. Diabetes?

B. After 60 C. Before 60

C. Yes

C. Before 60

C. Yes

C. Before 60

A. No
35. Alcoholism?
A. No
36. High Blood Pressure?
A. No B. After 60
37. Parent dead before 60 (non accident) ?
A. No
38. Heart attack?
A. No B. After 60
39. Stroke7
A. No B. After 60 C. Before 60
40. If you have any physical problems, to what degree do they
interfere with school?
A. Not at all B. Moderately C. A great deal
41. How well are you informed about birth control?
A. A great deal B. Some C. Not at all
42. Have you ever had intercourse?
A. No C. Yes
43. Are you presently sexually active?
A. No C. Yes
44. Do you or your partner use birth control?
A. Always B. Sometimes C. Never
45. Are you informed of the causes and side effects of VD?
A. A great deal B. Some C. Not atall
46. Do you do a self testicular or self breast exam?
A. Monthly B. Occasionally C. Never
47. Are you willing to ask instructors staff, etc., for help when you
need it?
A. Usually B. Occasionally C. Rarely
48. Do you procrastinate (put off decisions and actions) and use
last minute pressure to getmotivated?
A. Rarely B. Occasionally C. Usually
49. Do you find yourself competing against your peers?
A. Rarely B. Occasionally C. Usually
50. Do you use part of your leisure time participating in individual,
family or team activities that reduce stress?
A. Usually B. Occasionally C. Rarely
51. Are you able to experience satisfaction with your ac¬
complishments?
A. Usually B. Occasionally C. Rarely
52. Do you have at least one person to whom you can confide?
A. Yes C. No
53. Do you experience a sense of direction ormeaning in your life?
A. Usually B. Occasionally C. Rarely
54. Do you experience periods of depression?
A. Rarely B. Occasionally C. Usually

Scoring

For each A score 1 .

For each B score 3

For each C score 5

Total

Scores in the 50's indicate little or no risk factors in your
lifestyle; the highest score which indicates the greatest risk to an
individual, is 200. In general, the higher your score, the greater
the risks to your health.

If you have negative responses that cause you to score high;
please contact the Student Health Center Foreman Hall (4194) or
the Student Developement Center, Bush Hall (4168), for
assistance. Remember we are always available to just answer
your questions.
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Employment Outlook
Practical Marketing Experience

Do you need practical marketing
experience? Enter the Philip Morris
Marketing-Communications Compe¬
tition. For the 15th year, Philip Morris
invites students to research any of its
non-tobacco products-operations and
submit a marketing-communications
proposal that could succeed in today's
competitive business world.
To enter, students currently enrolled

in accredited colleges or junior colleges
should prepare projects under the
supervision of a faculty member or a
recognized campus professional
society. Committee size should be three
or more at the undergraduate level and
two or more at the graduate level.
Student ideas must relate to the non-
tobacco products or operations of Philip
Morris, which include The Seven-Up
Company, Miller Brewing Company,
Philip Morris Industrial, Oregon
Freeze Dry Foods, Inc., Lindeman
Wines, and Mission Viejo Company.
Winning teams in both the graduate

and undergraduate categories will
receive first place awards of $2,000,
second place awards of $1,000, and third
place awards of $500. Representatives
from the winning teams will join their
faculty advisors as guests at Philip
Morris World Headquarters in New
York City, where they will present their
projects to the judges and Philip Morris
executives.
"Working on the campaign has given

us insight into the problems en¬
countered and challenges met in a real
business situation. We have gained
first-hand experience in applying
academic theory to the development of
a complete marketing campaign,"
wrote Melinda Simmons, captain of the
University of Wisconsin-Madison team
(Special Merit Award 1983).
Projects might focus on marketing,

advertising. Dublic relations, govern¬

ment relations, urban affairs,
economics, etc. For example, student
teams may wish to develop a new ad¬
vertising campaign for Lowenbrau
beer, reposition Diet 7UP in the
marketplace, design a new import-
export plan for Lindeman Wines,
prepare a corporate image program for
Philip Morris, arrange a series of
public relations community events for
Mission Viejo Company, market a new
product within the product lines of
PM's present companies, or focus on a
related issue of interest to the team.
Participation in the competition

offers students valuable business ex¬

perience while they are still in school.
The written proposals, layouts,
storyboards, videotapes or cassettes
that they produce will be excellent
portfolio entries and will illustrate their
talents and motivation to prospective
employers.

"This project had much to do with my
success in finding a job in these im¬
possible times. With it, I could show
agencies that I was truly interested in
advertising and marketing to put in the
time and energy for such a project,"
wrote Debra Weekley, member of the
University of Missouri team
(Undergraduate First Place Award
1982).

Entires, due on January 13,1984, are
judged by a distinguished panel of
communications experts: John C.
Burton, Dean of the Columbia Graduate
School of Business; Louis T. Hagopian,
Chairman of NW Ayer ABH Inter¬
national; Mary Wells Lawrence,
Chairman of Wells, Rich, Greene;
William Ruder, President of William
Ruder Incorporated; James C.
Bowling, Senior Vice President and

Director of Corporate Affairs of Philip
Morris Inc.; John T. Landry, Senior
Vice President and Director of
Marketing of Philip Morris Inc.; and
John A. Murphy, Group Executive Vice
President of Philip Morris Inc. and
Chairman and CEO of Miller Brewing
Company.
Students interested in entering the

15th Annual Philip Morris Marketing-
Communications Competition should
write to the Competition Coordinator:
Deirdre Waitt, Philip Morris Incor¬
porated, 120 Park Avenue, New York,
New York, 10017 or call 212-880-4121.
Philip Morris Incorporated includes

Philip Morris U.S.A., whose major
brands are Marlboro-the number one

selling cigarette in the U.S.A., and the
world-Benson & Hedges 100's, Merit,

Virginia Slims, Parliament Lights, and
Players; Philip Morris International
which manufactures and markets a

variety of cigarette brands through
affiliates, licensees, and export sales
organizations, and manages Seven-Up
International's operations; Miller
Brewing Company, brewer of Miller
High Life, Lite, Lowenbrau, and
Magnum brands; The Seven-Up
Company, producer of 7UP, Diet 7UP
and LIKE cola in the United States,
Canada, and Puerto Rico; Philip
Morris Industrial, whichmakes tissues,
specialty papers, and packaging
materials; and Mission Viejo Com¬
pany, a community development
company in Southern California and
Colorado.

Campus Store
It looks like you are all writing lots of letters

home. Since school opened we have sold over
$900.00 worth of stamps. That's 4500 stamps!
We also have postcard stamps, airmail stamps,
and air letters.

New merchandise this week--suncatchers,
bandanas, green-striped crew socks, Argus
posters and postcards Visityour new store oftenfor
the necessities andjust to browse.

O
*f°5dui

BUDWEISER®' KING OF BEERS®' ANHEUSER BUSCH. INC • ST LOUIS
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For Your Information
Delhi College and

College Sign Transfer Agreement
The State University Agricultural

and Technical College at Delhi and the
Clarkson College School of
Management in Potsdam have signed
an agreement to assist students
transferring between the two cam¬
puses, it was announced today by
Darnell E. Cole, vice president for

Students May
Now Apply for

Private
Financial Aid

Students returning to school this fall
may now apply for private financial
aid, according to The Scholarship
Bank.
According to Steve Danz, director of

the nation-wide service, private
financial aid is the most often
overlooked source of student aid, yet
accounts for nearly 500 million collars,
or one-quarter of all scholarship money
available.
The Scholarship Bank is the largest

private search firm in the country and
works with college financial aids offices
to bring private scholarships to student
applicants. A student sends a stamped
self addressed envelope to the bank at
10100 Santa Monica No. 2600, Los
Angeles, CA. 90067 and receives a
questionnaire. The form is then sent
back to the bank with a check for $35 or
$45 depending on how many sources the
students wants (25 or up to 75). The
package which is then sent to the
student gives the name, type of award,
eligibility factors, and address of the

academic affairs at Delhi College.
"This agreement will allow students

to complete their first two years of
study at Delhi College before tran¬
sferring to the bachelor's degree
program in management at Clarkson,"
Dr. Cole said. "Delhi students accepted
at Clarkson will have junior class

status, provided they have completed a
specialized program of study at Delhi
and met academic performance
standards."
Additional information about the

transfer program may be obtained by
calling Delhi College's Division of
Management at (607 ) 746-4122.

Delhi College Offers
Non-Credit Courses

Karate, aerobic dance, computer and
word processing courses will be offered
by the Continuing Education Office at
the State University Agricultural and
Technical College at Delhi, beginning
October 10.
The non-credit courses, scheduled for

the Delhi College campus, include:
Karate (Tuesday and Thursday, 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m., beginning October 11-11
weeks); Aerobic Dance (Monday and
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.,
beginning October 10-10% weeks);
Word Processing (Monday, 6 p.m. to 9
p.m., beginning October 17-five weeks,
or Tuesday. 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.,
beginning October 18-five weeks);
Word Processing-The Wang System

source. Or, the student can order the
application for that particular source
directly from the bank after receiving
the print-out. According to the director,
most students find about 15 sources

they actually write to.
Private financial aid is usually not

need based, but involves such factors as
the student's desired major and oc-

(Saturday and Sunday, October 15-16, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.); Introduction to
Microcomputing (Saturday, 12:30 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m., beginning October 15-two
weeks); Introduction to Programming-
-FORTRAN 77 (Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m., beginning October 19-
seven weeks); BASIC Programming
(Saturday, 12:30 p.m. to 3:45 p.m.,
beginning October 29-five weeks);
Advanced BASIC Programming
(Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.,
beginning October 15-five weeks).
Additional information and

registration forms may be obtained by
calling the Delhi College Continuing
Education Office at (607 ) 746-4151.

cupational goal, area of the country
they wish to work in, religion, special
interests and hobbies and parents'
background. A number of new
scholarships this year have been
opened for business, computer, health
and law students, for a total of about
25,000 scholarships.
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THE SHIRE PUB
Introduces "The Maxium Choice"

"7" Draft Beers
Genny Miller Mich Bud Pabst Hams Stros

Monday Nite Football Specials
9 - 3

Quarts of Beer $1.25 : ^
All Mixed Drinks Pick <

Price Loltery (Full - Half or 25C )

TUESDAY

V*vv*

9-3
Rail Drinks $1.00
Pitchers $2.00

Miller Bottle $1.00
Blue Whales $1.00

WEDNESDAY 9-3

Pitchers $1.75
Rail Drinks $1.00

Genny Pounders $1.00
Bud Bottles 75c

Sours
4-8 THURSDAY 9-3

Molson Golden $1.00

Mich $1.00

Vodka & Gin Drinks $1.00

4-8

Quart Sours
SATURDAY 8 - 1

Sour $3.00

Rail $3.00

Kamikaze $4.00

Ice Tea $5.50

Pitchers $2.50 I
Genny !6oz $1.00 (
O.V. Splits 2/$1.00(

Jose Cuervo \

v Yukon Jack >

Jack Daniels J

$1.00
Shots

Melon Bolls $4.00

SPORTS
SUNDAY

3-3

Now open at 3 p.m.

FOOTBALL SPECIALS

Saturday Afternoon FOOtbaII Specials 3-8
$2.00 P itchers

$1.00 Rail Drinks

Pitchers all Nite $2.50
cVlouAe Special

O.V. Splits 2/$1.00

1 T. Shirts are In $5.50
i I D Required

I Now open Sat. & Sun. at 3 p.m.
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News Release
Dr. Richard W. Call, Vice President

for Student Affairs has informed us that
Dean Richard Cardoza will assume the
position of Associate Director of
Admissions at Delhi College on October
4, 1983.
The responsibilities of his office will

be absorbed by others within the
Student Affairs Division.
John Leddy, Director of the College

Union, will expand his responsibility for
coordinating student activities and
advise the student senate.
Frank Millard, Director of Athletics,

will administer and schedule the senate
van.

Gregory Krzyston, Director of
Housing, will expand his role in regard
to the student judicial process.
The Vice President wishes Richard

Cardoza success in his new respon¬
sibility and would like to publically
thank him for his years of dedication
and loyal service as Dean.

200 Years of
Education

The Board of Regents today an¬
nounced plans for the 1984 celebration
of 200 years of education in New York
Statemarking theState's recognition of
education as a public service.
Next year marks the Bicentennial of

The University of the State of New
York, the nation's most unified and
comprehensive educational system.
The University is a unique educational
entity encompassing every educational
and cultural institution in the State,
including public and private elemen¬
tary and secondary schools; the State
University system and City University
of New York, as well as all independent
colleges and universities; museums,
libraries, and historical societies;
public television councils, and most of
the major professions. The University
is governed by the Board of Regents
and administered by the State
Education Department.
The Bicentennial will be observed in

a series of monthly commemorations.
Conferences, forums and seminars
addressing major issues in education
today will be held in cities across the
state beginning in January.
Commemoration ceremonies will

include the awarding of special Regents
Medals to distinguished leaders in
many fields-including health, com¬
munications, humanities, arts, sciences
and business-whose accomplishments
attest to the quality of education in the
Empire State.
The monthly commemorations will

involve many sectors of the com¬
munity: business and labor, religious,
cultural, health and social welfare
groups, parents and concerned citizens.
The Bicentennial events, including

the May 1984 Convocation of the
University in Albany, are being
coordinated by the Regents Bicen¬
tennial Committee, under the chair¬
manship of Regent Kenneth B. Clark.
Willard A. Genri.ch, Chancellor of the

Board of Regents, said: "The
University of the State of New York was
founded on the principles of providing
educational services to all persons,
regardless of age, sex, economic or
social status, race or religion. Ours is a
proud and unparalleled tradition of
educational opportunity."
"We are now engaged in a great

national debate on the quality of
education, and we welcome the par¬
ticipation of all the State's citizens in
the activities planned for the Bicen¬
tennial as part of this dialogue," the
Chancellor added.
Among these activities is a new

Bicentennial exhibit at the State
Museum in Albany, which will focus on
the evolution of education in the state
over the last two centuries.
"The Bicentennial of The University

is more than a celebration of 200 years
of education in the State," according to
Commissioner of Education Gordon M.
Ambach. "The Bicentennial is an op¬
portunity to assess what we have ac¬
complished in education and determine
new directions for the near and long
term."
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HSMA
State Intensifies Student
Loan Default Collections

The Hotel Sales Management
Association is off to an enthusiastic
start. The first meeting introduced
freshmen to some of the club's many
activities and briefly told members of
the year's plans.
The O'Connor Hospital Tag Day was

held on Friday, September 16, to raise
funds for the hospital guild. The turnout
in dollars went as well as anticipated.
Thanks for the contributions.
H.S.M.A. is looking forward to an

exciting year. The clubwill be traveling
to New York City for the Hotel Show
from November 13 to 15. Departure will
be at 9:30 a.m. Sunday. After check-in
at the Best Western Skyline Hotel,
students will be free to swim in the pool
and enjoy comradeship. Tickets to
Broadway plays can be purchased in
advance or at ticket-tron.
Monday morning will begin with a

tour of Marriott's Essex House offered
by the hotel's executives. Students will
then depart from the Essex House and
walk two blocks to the Sheraton Centre
Hotel for another tour and a private sit-
down luncheon. They will be addressed

by Angelique di Lutz, General
Manager; and Claus Ottman, Regional
Director of the Sheraton Corporation.
By 2:00 p.m. the students will be free to
visit the Hotel and Restaurant ex¬

position at the Nassau Colosseum. The
show as its name infers exposes the
Hotel and Restaurant industry to the
students and the people in the field. The
students will see the newest and most
efficient equipment and some im¬
portant demonstrations. Monday
evening a cash bar reception and buffet
dinner will be held. The H.S.M.A.
members will be paying $80.00 for the
trip. This price includes the hotel ac¬
commodations, the tickets to the show,
the tours, and the buffet dinner.
Tuesday the students are urged to go

back to the Colosseum to see as much
as they possibly can. The seniors will be
meeting in the hotel lobby for a tour of
the Grand Hyatt Hotel by the Director
of Personnel. Check out will be at 1:45
and the enlightened future Hotel and
Restaurant Managers will depart the
hotel and head back to Delhi.

National Research Council to
Administer Post-Doctoral

Fellowship for Minorities
WASHINGTON, D.C.-The National

Research Council plans to award ap¬
proximately 35 Postdoctoral
Fellowships for Minorities in a
program designed to provide op¬
portunities for continued education and
experience in research to American
Indians and Alaskan Natives (Eskimo
or Aleut), Black Americans, Mexican
Americans-Chicanoos, and Puerto
Ricans. Fellowship recipients will be
selected from among scientists,
engineers, and scholars in the
humanities who show greatest promise
of future achievement in academic
research and scholarship in higher
education.
In this national competition spon¬

sored by The Ford Foundation, citizens
of the United States who are members
of one of the designated minority
groups, who are preparing for or
already engaged in college or
university teaching, and who hold
doctoral degrees may apply for a
fellowship award of one year's
duration.

Awards will be made in the areas of
behavioral and social sciences,
humanities, EMP fields (engineering
sciences, mathematics, physicaK
sciences), life sciences, and for in¬
terdisciplinary programs of study.
Awards will not be made in professions
such as medicine, law, or social work,
or in such areas as educational ad¬
ministration, curriculum supervision,
or personnel and guidance. Tenure of
fellowship provides postdoctoral
research experience at an appropriate
nonprofit institution of the Fellow's
choice, such as a research university,
government laboratory, national
laboratory, privately sponsored non¬
profit institute, or a center for ad¬
vanced study.
The deadline date^for the submission

of applications is January 16, 1984.
Further information and application
materials may be obtained from the
Fellowship Office, National Research
Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20418.

Photo Contest
$6,000 in prizes, including a $1,000

Grand Prize, will be awarded in the
World Photography Contest, sponsored
by the World Photography Society. 205
prizes will be awarded.
All photographers are welcome to

enter. Photographs on any theme and in
any style are eligible for the $1,000
Grand Prize and for the 204 other
prizes. Special prizes will be awarded
for photos on nine different themes.
Photos may be color slides, color

prints, or black-and-white prints.
Photographers may enter as many
photos as they wish.
Aspiring or little known

photographers are especially en¬
couraged to enter. According to Contest
Director Joel Andrews, "We want to
spotlight talented photographers, and
help them gain greater public
recognition. Photos are judged on
originality and photo interest, not just
on technical skill."
Do not send photographs yet!

Interested persons should request free
information and entry forms from:
World Photography Contest, Box 1170,
Capitola, California 95010. Entry forms
will also be available at many camera
shops.

New York State Higher Education
Services Corporation (HESC) places a
high priority on preventing student loan
defaults as well as collecting on
defaulted loans.
Several surveys, conducted both by

the corporation and independent
agencies, indicate that first time
borrowers appear to be the most likely
candidates for default. A major con¬
tributing factor to defaults is a lack of
understanding by the student of
available alternatives. HESC has
repeatedly intensified efforts to provide
students with such information. A
statement is provided each student at
the time they receive their first loan
clearly listing their rights under the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program as
well as their responsibility to repay the
loan. It is also mandatory that schools
conduct an exit interview with each
student who has a Guaranteed Student
Loan prior to leaving school. The
corporation periodically corresponds
with students reminding them of their
responsibility to contact their lenders,
especially if they are experiencing
financial difficulty affecting their
ability to meet their loan repayment
schedule. A well-informed student is
the least likely student to default.
HESC aslo stresses stringent due

diligence requirements with lenders
requiring an intensive lender effort to
help the student avoid a default claim.
If such efforts fail, the corporation also
tries to help the borrower prior to
defaulting the loan. A well-trained staff
of corporate employees serve as a
liaison between the student borrower
and the lender in an attempt to avoid
defaulting of a loan.
HESC has also intensified its efforts

in the collecting of student loans that
enter default status. There have been
several legislative changes on both a
state and federal level that have
enhanced HESC's collection efforts.
The most prominent legislative

changes center around HESC's ability
to search Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) files for addresses on "skip"
accounts and the ability of the cor¬
poration to attach the New York State
refund due defaulters.
The IRS match has been extremely

productive for the corporation. HESC
forwards listings of its defaulters whose
addresses are "unknown" and has been
successful in obtaining current ad¬
dresses in about 50 percent of the
referrals.
A legislative change, on a state level

in 1982, now allows HESC the right to
any tax refund due a New York State
resident who has defaulted on his or her
guaranteed student loan. If New York
State has obtained a judgement against
the borrower, the New York State tax
refund will automatically be forwarded
to HESC for application against the
defaulted loan.
The number of loans referred to

collection agencies and law firms has
also shown a dramatic increase in the
last year. These loans are referred to
the agencies with the understanding
that monies will be collected within a
specified period of time or litigation
will commence. Collections by the
agencies under contract to HESC has
increased 182 percent for the fiscal year
1982-83 as compared to the previous
fiscal year. Refererrals for that same
period of time are up 9.3 percent.
The results of the corporation's ef¬

forts are evident in that collections for
defaulted student loans for the fiscal
year 1982-83 reached approximately
$20,000,000. This represents a 30 percent
increase over the previous fiscal year.
It is anticipated that approximately

one billion dollars in student loans will
enter repayment over the next year.
This will have a major impact on the
corporation's default program. In an
attempt to handle the anticipated in¬
crease in defaults, HESC is currently
adding additional collection personnel
as well as further computerizing its
claim and collection units thus
maximizing its efforts to avoid default
claims filed by participating lenders
and to assure collection of those claims
that cannot be avoided.
The corporation also supports the

efforts of the Department of Education
as well as the National Council of
Higher Education Loan Programs
Default Committee in their efforts to
identify procedures which will result in
a decline in the number of loans en¬
tering default in the years to come.

21 Year Old Drinking Age
Senate Bill S1569, introduced by

Senate Padavan (R-Queens) would
raise the drinking age to 21 years.
Governor Cuomo strongly supports this
legislation and is, in fact, negotiating
with other states to set a uniform
drinking age of 21 years in compliance
with New York State. SASU is in the
process of coordinating a major
coalition drive against the drinking age
bill. The drive which will have as a

theme Education, Not Penalization will
"kick off" at the Ray Glass Organizing
Conference in October. In the mean¬
time we are conducting research and
compiling statistics emphasizing that
there are stronger and better methods
to curb DWI accidents and that punitive
measures such as a 21 year old drinking
age bill, have in some states increased
the number of alcohol realted
automobile accidents.

Wholesale/Retail Merchants
Report Seasonal Hiring Spurt

Hiring by the Wholesale and retail
trade is expected to increase sub¬
stantially during the fourth quarter of
1983. While this spurt in hiring activity
is seasonal in nature, current figures
are the best reported for any fourth
quarter since 1978.
Currently, 36 percent of merchants

polled plan to add workers during the
next three months while 6 percent
expect staff reductions. Another 56
percent plan no changes in staff levels
and 2 percent are unsure of their hiring
plans.
One year ago, 32 percent planned to

increase staff size and 10 percent ex¬
pected cutbacks.
The largest number of job op¬

portunities for this sector are reported
by Southern wholesale and retail
merchants with the other geographic
regions reporting similarly optimistic
hiring intentions.

Seasonal Decline in
Construction hiring predicted

As expected for the last quarter of the
year, construction hiring activity is
expected to decline, particularly in the
Midwest.
Nationally, 26 percent of employers

polled plan to add workers during the

next three months while 13 percent
expect reductions. Another 58 percent
plan no changes in employment levels
and 3 percent are uncertain of their
plans. One year ago, a much lower 12
percent planned to add staff and 25
percent expected reductions. Last
quarter, 36 percent reported hiring
intentions and 8 percent expected
cutbacks. As expected, Southern
construction employers report the
highest number of job opportunities and
Northeastern andMidwestern firms the
least number.
However, construction hiring

strength for the current quarter is the
best reported for fourth quarters since
1977.

Service Hiring expected
to decline slightly

A seasonally expected decline in
hiring is reported by service employers
with 21 percent planning to increase
staff size during the fourth quarter of
1983 and 9 percent expecting staff
reductions. Another 67 percent plan no
changes in staff size and 3 percent are
unsure of their hiring plans.
One year ago, 16 percent planned to

add staff and 13 percent expected
cutbacks. Last quarter, a higher 27
percent planned staff increases and 6
percent expected cutbacks.
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by Herbert Schmertz

If the public in this country were 95
percent white... 80 percent male ... 93
percent college graduates ... 78 per¬
cent earningmore than $30,000 a year..
. and a full 50 percent professing no
religion at all. . . then - just maybe -
our leading journalists and broad¬
casters, the cutting edge of the media,
could support their claim to be
surrogates for the public.
By what right, then, does the press

say, as Dan Dorfman has said: "To lie
to the press on a public matter is, in
effect, to lie to the people"? Or as my
friend Don Hewitt has said of 60
Minutes: "We've served as om¬
budsman." Don says the program
opens the window and hollers for the
American people.
But I must disagree. There is nothing

in the Constitution that says: For the
purposes of this Constitution, the press
is the same as the people. I looked again
this morning. It's just not in there.
So what we have is a claim made by

the press-on behalf of the public-when
the press isn't anything like the people.
I cited some data describing our
leading journalists when I opened-and
the data make the point-the media
bear little resemblance, either
demographically or philosophically, to
mainstream America.
In fact, recent surveys such as that

done by Professors Lichter and Rogh-
man reveal that the views of America's
leading journalists are frequently in
direct opposition to prevailing
American vlues. Sociologists
characterize the perspectives of top
media people as cosmopolitan and anti-
bourgeois-about as far as you can get
from Middle America without actually
moving to East Hampton.
Even journalists themselves concede

the vast difference. Daniel Schorr said
it in The Washington Post recently:
We're Not the Good Guys Anymore.
And against Don Hewitt's assertion of

the ombudsman's role, consider what
Charles Kuralt said in The Los Angeles
Herald Examiner: "The best minds in
television news are thinking more
about packaging and promotion and
pace and image and blinking elec¬
tronics than about thoughtful coverage
of the news."
Are these the journalists we want to

empower as surrogates for the public?
And I don't mean we, here ... I mean
We the People.
I say no.
We the People have chosen to build a

democratic society. We elect those we
want to represent us. No one elected the
media to represent the public. To put it
bluntly, they are self-appointed keepers
of the public morals-as defined by
themselves.
But so what?
Perhaps they are entitled to be the

wardens of public virtue. Perhaps
journalists have the mysterious power
completely to repress their social at¬
titudes, liberal perspectives, political
biases, post-bourgeois goals . . . and
actually sit in for each and every citizen
as they examine the critical issues of
the day in a cool . . . rational ... in¬
telligent . . . fair-minded fashion ....
You know: like The New York Post

does.
Does anyone really believe that a

media establishment in which the Post
is highly successful-a member of the
club- can then go before the people
with a straight face and expect to
uphold a claim that it is surrogate for
the public-especially when the so-
called responsible press sees the Post in
action day after day and never says a
critical word.
Or take a look at the media's prac¬

tices and procedures ... the way they
can damage people without either in¬
dictment or trial. I'll skip right over the
easy stuff, like 60 Minutes, and talk
about the painful stuff-meaning the
abuses I have personally endured at the
hands of these . . . surrogates.
(But before we leave the easy stuff,

did you catch those out-takes from the
Galloway trial: that phony spontaneous
confession ... the empty threats: See
you on television . . . and the acting
coach on the crew urging a witness: Let
me have a little reaction! Good clean
fun, all of it!)
Fun aside, when I think of surrogates,

I think of false quotes. People who
didn't say what they're alleged to have
said ... Or, more commonly, who said
it in a context where it didn't mean
what the reporter says it means.

I think of unnamed sources-like all
those mythical folk who told reporters
there were fleets of mythical tankers
lurking offshore during the 1973 oil
embargo.
I think of the front-page headlines you

get whenever you are accused-and that
later story on page 123-or no story at
all-reporting that the charges against
you have been dismissed.
I think of the deals between reporters

and the legislative or executive
branches of government-cases in
which reporters are secretly given
government material in exchange for
favorable stories about a government
official... Or the even worse cases, in
which the press foments government
action in order to make news of it-
going to government agencies and
telling them: Here is some information.
Start an investigation and then we'll
cover it as news.
I think of all the times I've heard

distant echoes of Joe McCarthy, cases
where the reporter is waving this secret
document, this hidden memo, this list
he has... and he claims it's about you.
.. and he wants you to answer questions
about it... but he won't show it to you.
It's a secret, he says. And if you answer
that it must be stolen material, the

reporter can respond-as Hie Wall
Street Journal did to me-Well, we
certainly didn't steal it!
I don't think there's any need to

describe ... for this crowd ... the
questionable values that afflict TV
journalism-the slavery to ratings . . .

the pandering to the lowest common
denominator ... the emotional
presentation to entice a larger audience
... the subversion of news values to
entertainment values ... the ruthless
compression of facts to fit preordained
timetables. Imean... that sort of thing
isn't news to any of you, I'm sure.
But when I think of television, I think

of special categories of abuse - un¬
natural practices unique to the elec¬
tronic media, such as rehearsing
favorable interviews... such as editing
techniques that make Mother Theresa
look like Mommie Dearest. . . such as

the thirty-second bite in which your
one-hour interview is reduced to a

cursory snippet that somehow manages
to make your attacker's point. . . such
as the made-for-TV demonstration . . .

and finally, the true masterpiece of
theater, the jacklighted ambush in¬
terview in which they spring out from
behind the potted palm and-while the
subject is stupefied by the lights,

camera, and clamor-get him to admit
that he is really Idi Amin.
Is that ethical behavior?
I have found that the media don't like

to discuss morality-especially their
own, and especially not with me. They
seem to feel that outsiders should not
question the goodness or badness of
what goes on in the press. But they
rarely examine themselves, and this
resolute failure of self-examination . ..

this neglect of the press to cover its own
errors and deficiencies . . . has
provoked a new public skepticism
about the rights and privileges claimed
by the media.
Has the press measured up to this

society's rules for civilized and ethical
behavior? In my experience, they.have
not. The record is replete with in¬
stances in which the press has accused,
prosecuted, convicted, and punished an
individual with greater speed and
severity than any court of law . . . and
with absolute disregard for even
minimum protection of the victim's
civil rights.
In these instances, the victim never

gets the chance to confront his ac¬
cusers, to examine the documentary
evidence used against him, to evaluate
the sources of the accusations and
evidence.
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GrandUnion
ismatching the
lowest leading
supermarket in
your community.
This proves it:

How can you tell ifGrand Union is actually matching the
regular prices of the lowest leading supermarket in your
community?

Look in the book.
How can you tell if the thousands of regular priced items
at your supermarket are really competitively priced?

Look in the book.
How can you find out ifso-called Specials are really special,
or just regular prices?

Look in the book.
How can you find out if there's a good national brand of
what you need selling for less than other good national
brands?

Look in the book.
How do you get the Price Finder book?

Look in your Grand Union.

GrandUnion
is changing.

Grand Union
Consumer
Price Finder


